the premier destination for all things female sexuality.

empowering women to explore, embrace and celebrate their sexuality - unapologetically.
**What is Bellesa?**

Built on a simple premise: What would adult entertainment look like if it were created in the vision of a woman since day 1?

Through shifting portrayals of women from *objects of conquest* to the *subjects of their own pleasure*, Bellesa is inspiring women around the world to embrace, explore and celebrate their sexuality – on their own terms.

Bellesa is a platform on which community members can find free porn videos, read intimate erotic stories, explore sexual health articles on the Collective, shop for sex toys at BBoutique and watch premium porn made by women through our studio, Bellesa Films.
Bellesa Films.

Porn. By Women.

All Bellesa Films scenes are fantasies by women, written by women, directed by women, produced by women.

Real chemistry. Real connection. No fake orgasms.

We believe that the porn we watch has real societal implications. It’s why Bellesa Films weaves critical concepts thoughtfully into its scenes—notions like equal pleasure, consent and navigating power dynamics. By integrating these elements into our content, we hope to open larger conversations about sex, consent and real pleasure. We unwaveringly believe that if we can change the kind of sex that people are watching, we can change a whole lot more.

Learn more about Bellesa Films here. www.bellesafilms.com
How Bellesa Films works with performers.

The Bellesa team first sources a powerful female performer — who then details which other performer she would most like to work with, what ‘kind’ of sex she wants to have for this shoot and her “dos and don’ts”.

She is the protagonist of the scene - and her genuine pleasure is at the forefront. A script is then written to match the chosen fantasy and type of sex.

On set, a PA constantly tends to all performers’ needs (food, hydration, hygienic items, etc.). All performers must show up on set with recent STI tests. While shooting, performers are encouraged to communicate what they like and what feels good, whether or not it can be picked up audibly by the mic. On Bellesa sets, there is one golden rule: No. Fake. Orgasms. The goal of the scene is always to capture authentic, raw pleasure.

Learn more about Bellesa Films here. www.bellesafilms.com
BBoutique.

Sex toys. Made by women, for women.

We believe in pleasure equality. You deserve to orgasm, bb.

BBoutique is the home of Bellesa’s signature line of sex toys which have taken the world by storm. Top sellers include the Aurora, sleekly designed with beginners in mind, and the ergonomic, dual-stimulation Dea, with its babely aesthetic. BBoutique also offers other pleasure products from top-regarded, Bellesa-approved brands, such as Satisfyer, We-Vibe, Womanizer, etc. All made from 100% body-safe and non-porous materials.

Shopping for sex toys can be overwhelming. We know it. We get it. Bellesa’s sex gurus are available 24/7 to answer any and all Q’s.

www.bboutique.co
Erotic Stories.

The #1 destination for erotica on the Internet.

Bellesa works with a dedicated network of brilliant storytellers, including NYtimes bestselling authors, to deliver the steamiest smut on the web.

Bellesa’s erotica collection is more than a smut library. It’s a carefully curated space where readers and writers alike are championed to explore their sexuality and discover their fantasies in a safe, inclusive, empowering environment.

From the ever-growing selection of erotic short stories in Bellesa’s free access library, to the premium E-book novellas exclusive to BBoutique, there is no shortage of quality erotica for Bellesa’s community members to peruse and enjoy.

www.bellesa.co/story/all
Collective.

Shattering stigma/tabooos surrounding female sexuality and women’s pleasure.

Bellesa’s editorial platform, Collective, showcases written work from a variety of writers addressing the ins and outs of sexual and reproductive health, relationships, body-positivity and all subjects tangential to female sexual empowerment. Collective is a community of bad
Social Media.

www.instagram.com/bellesaco
www.twitter.com/bellesaco
www.facebook.com/bellesaco

Contact Us.

press@bellesa.co